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Keeping Watch on the Man of Bronze 
The Marvelous Origin of Doc Savage ’s Wondrous World War One ‘Wristlet ’ Watch 

Dafydd Neal Dyar 

It’s the little things that stick with you throughout your life. 

Sometimes, you can spend most of your life in pursuit of what should’ve been a passing fancy. 

In my case, it’s a “wristwatch” that never existed outside of fiction but had its origins in both fact 

and fancy is something that I have finally obtained exactly fifty years after it was first introduced, but 

five years before I became aware, much less desirous, of having. 

That fancy began on 04 July 1975 with the showing of Doc Savage: The Man of Bronze (scripted 16 

Nov 1973, produced 02 May 1975, released 27 Jun 1975) by George Pal (born György Pál Marczincsak, 

01 Feb 1908–02 May 1980). Here’s the scene that caught my eye, which isn’t in the original pulp novel. 

38. BACK IN THE PENTHOUSE 

Doc turns around and looks at 

39. CLOCK ON THE WALL 

Showing 11:34. 

40. BACK TO DOC 

Now looking at his 

41. WRISTWATCH 

Also showing 11:24. Doc’s fingers reach in, turn the stem 

and the hands on the face of the watch move stopping at 8:542 

back to 8:52. 

42. CLOCK ON WALL 

Its hands also move, stopping at 8:52. 

43. BACK TO WRISTWATCH 

At 8:52. Doc’s fingers turn the stem forward. 

44. THE CLOCK ON WALL 

Its hands move and stop at 12:00. A beat, and the hands 

begin to move back again. 

45. DOC’S WRISTWATCH 

Its hands moving and finally stopping at 11:24. 

46. CLOCK ON WALL 

As the hands stop at 11:24 the large face of the clock opens 

with a click, revealing the interior of a round SAFE in the 

wall. In it a thick manila envelope is visible. 

It wasn’t the remote control safe gimmick that caught my attention. 

It was Doc Savage’s oversized wristwatch and it’s fully hand-wide leather wristband. 
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George Pal didn’t even originate idea himself. 

Marvel Comics Doc Savage: The Man of Bronze No. 1 “Death—Eighty Stories High!” (Oct 1972), 

script by Roy William Thomas Jr. (22 Nov 1940—) and Steve Englehart (22 Apr 1947—), art by Ross 

Andru (born Rostislav Androuchkevitch, 15 Jun 1927–09 Nov 1993) and James Noel “Jim” Mooney (13 

Aug 1919–30 Mar 2008), introduced several ideas and images that were subsequently adapted for the 

movie, including Ham’s sword cane being a six-inch switchblade in the ferrule rather than a full-length 

sword blade sheathed in the cane. 
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The last scene also made it into the movie, albeit as an aside among Doc’s five-man crew. 

66. INSIDE ELEVATOR 

Plummeting down, the indicator light flashing along the 

floor numbers at incredible speed. 

LONG TOM (to Johnny) 

Good thing Doc installed those refractive glass 

windows. Saved his life. 

JOHNNY 

Indubitably—from the outside they make everything 

appear to five inches to the left of where it actually is. 
A most framistatic invention. 
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But it wasn’t so much Doc using his wristwatch to remotely dial and open his wall safe as it was the 

watch itself that caught my eye and thereafter my imagination. 

In the comics, it was a wristwatch, compass, thermometer, barometer, and altimeter that would 

also feature prominently in the eight-volume Marvel/Curtis B&W Doc Savage Magazine (Aug 1975–Mar 

1977), in which Doc traded in his skimpy nonfunctional vest for a muscle shirt. 

In the movie, it was just a black-dial wristwatch with presumably luminous hands and a red peanut 

bulb that flashed when the safe was opened by force, but what a wristwatch. It was clearly intended to 

be a 50-millimeter pocket watch strapped onto his wrist using a four-inch leather cuff resembling a 

manacle shackle or a swashbuckling swordsman’s vambrace, fastened with two brass snaps. 

Weirdly, I’d had what is arguably what Doc’s wristwatch should’ve been a decade earlier, but lost it. 

 

The 1937 Hamilton Standard wristwatch built using the Endicott steel case and 16-jewel 987F 

movement was the basis for the watches Hamiliton began making exclusively for both the U.S. and U.K. 

military in 1941. Demand was so great that Elgin had to pitch in to fulfill the contract. It was guaranteed 

to be “shockproof, waterproof, antimagnetic, and immune to un-American influences!” 

My father wore a military specification (MILSPEC) Hamilton Standard Type-A-11 Hack Watch with 

6/0 dial size (1.5-inch diameter, the same as a silver dollar) on a one-inch band of the brown Caiman 

Hornback cut alligator leather used for high-end boots, jackets, luggage, shoes, and saddles. 
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The hands were painted with radioluminescent Marvelite™ compound, three milligrams of radium-

226 mixed into the same zinc sulfide “P1” phosphor used in monochrome block mode computer display 

terminals that became ubiquitous in the Seventies. 

To this day, I still call that shade “radium green” even though the paint turned yellow as it decayed. 

The case was stainless steel, nearly an inch thick, and weighed half a pound because the watch was 

self-winding, using a rotating flywheel that spun as wearer moved the arm to which it was strapped, 

tightening the mainstream as it did so. It hummed as it spun more than three rotations per minute. 

The dial was bright enough to read by but not enough to draw attention in daylight or indoor 

lighting. It made a nice night light sitting on the bedside table, giving the room a submarine ambience. 

The sweep second seemed to be silent, as the mechanism was so smooth that you could’ve hear it tick 

unless you held it to your each, then you hear two ticks per second, not just one. 

My father gave me his twenty-five-year-old Hamilton A-11 wristwatch on my eleventh birthday. 

This was a pivotal year in my life, even more so than for the rest of the world, what with three of the 

seven Mercury astronauts—John Glenn, Scott Carpenter, and Walter Schirra—orbiting the Earth; an 

extremely rare grand conjunction of all five of the naked-eye planets plus the Sun and Moon all within 

16° of one another on the ecliptic; the launch of AT&T’s Telstar communications satellite just five years 

after Sputnik I; the Seattle Century 21 Exposition World’s Fair that gave us the Space Needle and Alweg 

Monorail, the invention of the ruby crystal LASER diode that gave us a new word for both “heat ray” and 

“ray gun” going forward; both the Bay of Pigs Invasion and the Cuban Missile Crisis; and Dr. No (05 Oct 

1962) that gave us the James Bond OO7 and resultant Cold War sci-fi superspy craze. 

It was confused time that didn’t know whether to call itself the Aquarian, Atomic, Soul or Space Age. 

I’d spent most of my childhood living at 1321 West Iris Street in Oxnard, California attending Kamala 

Elementary School from first to fifth grade. Now the family was moving on up to the north side to 461 

North M Street, where I attend sixth grade at Curran Elementary School, seventh and eighth grades at 

Fremont Junior High School, and ninth to twelfth grade at Oxnard High School, graduating in the Class of 

’69. (Cue the smug snickers of the collective student body that year.) 

The house was a Mid-Century Modern all-electric “Gold Medallion Home” in entire block of same 

built just that year. It couldn’t be called the “House of the Future” because Monsanto had trademarked 

that name for its all-plastic monstrosity on display at Disneyland’s Tomorrowland from 1957 to 1967. 

To earn a “Live Better Electrically” three-inch brass “LBE Gold Medallion” a house had to be solely 

sourced with electricity for heat, light, and power. It also had to have an electric range, built-in oven and 

surface units, an electric refrigerator and freezer in the kitchen, an electric water heater, “In-Sink-

Erator” food waste disposer, clothes dryer and central air conditioner. Full 150 ampere service was also 

required, with a specified number of outlets and switches per linear foot of wall space, and built-in 

illumination throughout the house, initially an unusual feature within new home construction. 

There was even a built-in intercom system controlled from the kitchen for a busy housewife to call 

out to and listen into all four bedrooms, living room, and translucent plastic-roofed patio or play the 

AM/FM radio over the speakers (AM for parties and entertainment, FM for soothing night music). 

Although the Sony TR-63 transistor radio powered by 9-volt battery had taken American by storm in 

December 1957, even a 1962 Gold Medallion home only sported a Motorola radio that used five tubes—

two diodes, a triode, a tetrode, and a pentode—powered by 120 volt 60-cycle house current. One of 

those five tubes burned out every year, requiring a pilgrimage to the Thrifty Drugstore tube tester. 
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That tube tester was gathering dust when I left home in 1973 to join the Air Force, but RCA stopped 

making the tubes used the Motorola in 1966, rendering our built-in sound system both mute and moot. 

Yes, we as a family were moving on up, in perhaps the most upscale neighborhood in town, just two 

doors down from Mayor Pro Tem Davidson living in a house identical to ours, but for me it meant 

moving out and away from everything and everyone I’d known growing up. 

My parents practiced Planned Parenthood, with their children spaced four-and-a-half years apart. 

My six-year-old brother had just gotten out of kindergarten and Kamala and wouldn’t start first 

grade until I started sixth, so had little to lose and everything to gain. My fifteen-year-old sister was 

already enrolled in Hueneme High School with all her friends, who would likely follow her to Ventura 

College upon graduation. 

My parents both celebrated their birthdays in December and my siblings both celebrated theirs in 

February. I celebrated my in September, making me the odd one out. 

I was the New Kid everywhere I went, an outsider with no one to vouch for me. 

It didn’t help that I had an I.Q. of 145 and had to start wearing glasses that same year. 

But I had my father’s Hamilton wristwatch, which I could pretend was atomic powered and imagine 

to any wrist gadget from Dick Tracy’s Two-Way Wrist Radio™ to the Shadow-Thief’s Dimensionometer.  

The good news on that front was that, although my imagination was fueled by sci-fi comics that I’d 

be devouring since 1957, there was new kid on the block called Marvel, whose comics I’d never seen 

before, hit me with Amazing Fantasy No.15 “Spider-Man!” (Aug 1962), Fantastic Four No. 6 “Doctor 

Doom & Sub-Mariner!” (Sep 1962), The Incredible Hulk No. 1 “The Hulk!” (Sep 1962), Journey Into 

Mystery No. 85 “Thor Trapped by Loki, The God of Mischief!”(Oct 1962), Strange Tales No. 101 “The 

Human Torch!” (Oct 1962), Tales to Astonish No. 36 “Ant-Man: The Challenge of Comrade X!” (Oct 1962) 

and ushering in the Marvel Age of Comics. 

In 1961, comics were “Still 10¢” or ten for a dollar. Now they were twelve cents or eight for a dollar 

with four cents left over and penny vending machines were still a thing. I filled out my dollar allowance 

purchases with two new titles, Aquaman No. 1 “The Invasion of the Fire Trolls” (Feb 1962 and Showcase 

No. 37 “The Metal Men vs The Flaming Doom!” (Mar 1962). 

DC Comics had better distribution and remained on the stands until they reliably sold out. A penny 

in 1962 had the buying power of ten cents today. Last time I looked, cover prices were $3.99 or $4.99 

each, so the modern $10 equivalent of the 1962 dollar only buys two, with only between two cents to 

$2.02 left over. 

I was instantly smitten with Spider-Man because I was essentially the Peter Parker of my junior high. 

I was scrawny bespectacled nerd nicknamed “Professor” and could pretend the massive wristwatch was 

a web-shooter. Too bad I only the one Hamilton watch, but I’d picked up a souvenir Hopi beaded cuff 

bracelet and headband in Frontierland at Disneyland in 1964 and had no limit to my imagination. 

Interestingly, I was inadvertently nicknamed “Professor” by my sixth grade teacher, not by any of my 

fellow students. When asked the length of a year on my first day in his classroom, I replied “Three 

hundred sixty-five days, six hours, nine minutes, and nine and a half seconds. The extra quarter of a day 

each year adds up to an extra twenty-three hour fifty-six minute ‘leap day’ every fourth year.” 

“Well, Pro-fess-or! Just however did you come by that bit of minutia?” 
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“We have a set of 1958 Encyclopedia Americana just like the one behind your desk back at home. I 

thought it best to memorize this. It’s under ‘Sideral Time’ in Volume Twenty-Four ‘Russia to Silius’.” 

Overall, being sarcastically called “Professor” by Mr. McHugh and being able to back it was far better 

than being sneeringly called “Poindexter” (a cartoon character from Felix the Cat introduced three years 

earlier when I was nine and didn’t wear glasses yet) by my fellow students as I had back at Kamala. 

Fortunately, Encyclopedia Brown: Boy Detective (1963) about ten-year-old “whiz-kid” Leroy 

“Encyclopedia” Brown hadn’t been published yet, or I might’ve had a different nickname entirely. 

I readily accepted the appellation “Professor” as a badge of honor and did my best to live up to it. 

My heroic role model up until then was Adam Strange, an updated version of Buck Rogers and John 

Carter of Mars who used “good old Yankee know-how” of sort immortalized in Twain’s A Yankee at the 

Court of King Arthur (Dec 1889) and the popular science seen on Watch Mr. Wizard (03 Mar 1951–27 

Jun 1965) to defeat futuristic sci-fi menaces, most recently in DC’s Mystery In Space No. 75 “The Planet 

That Came To A Standstill” (May 1962), just like the “Engineer Heroes” in Analog Science Fiction & Fact. 

Four years later, Mr. Spock displaced him. Two years after that, Doc Savage became Spock’s equal. 

My mother’s present for my eleventh birthday made up for a lot of the tween angst: a subscription 

to Analog, beginning with Vol. 70, No. 1 “A Life for the Star” (Part 1 of 2) by James Blish (Sep 1962). That 

first issue contained “The Winds of Time” by James H. Schmitz, “Good Indian” by Mack Reynolds, and 

“Sorcerer’s Apprentice” by Christopher Anvil. Wow! Thanks, Mom! 

She renewed that subscription every year for ten years, when I turned twenty-one. I still have all 

one hundred twenty issues from September 1962 to August 1972 (Volumes 70 to 90) in storage. So 

much of my life has been packed away in boxes over so many decades that I may never see them again. 

I lost my father’s watch in 1964 when the quarter-century-old alligator leather strap broke while 

pedaling my Schwinn Bendix two-speed kickback hub bicycle down Ventura Road at thirty miles an hour. 

The strap had eroded from a combination of age and friction with the spring-loaded watch mounting 

pins until it snapped due its sheer mass and the centripetal force of the spinning flywheel that wound 

the mainspring. This sent it flying in an arc over my head and into a drainage ditch running the length of 

the right side of the road overgrown with weeds. 

By the time I could pull over and stop, I’d traveled over five hundred feet from where it had fallen. 

I searched for a hundred yards to-and-fro along Ventura Road until sunset before giving up on it. 

I might’ve found it if I’d had a Geiger counter handy, but we didn’t have one even at home. If my 

father had thought to replace the wristband in the twenty-five years he’d worn it or I had thought to do 

in the three year I’d worn, I’d likely still be wearing it today, eighty-three years after it was made. 

“I wishes were horses, the beggar’s would ride. If turnips were watches, I’d wear on at my side.” 

I discovered that I didn’t really need a watch while I still in school. Every classroom had a wall clock 

that synchronized at the top of the hour. This would remain true throughout both junior high and high 

school and my two years majoring in engineering at Ventura Junior College. In December 1972, I joined 

the delayed enlistment program of join the Air Force and continue my education while getting paid to 

do, reporting to Basic Training at Lackland AFB, San Antonio, Texas on Saturday, 03 February 1973. 

It turned out that I had even less of a timepiece in both Basic Training and my subsequent Avionics 

Weapons Control Systems Technical Training School at Lowry AFB, Denver, Colorado and for the same 

reason: every moment in military training was supervised by officers and NCOs with stopwatches. 
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The day began 0500 hours (5 a.m.) and ended 2100 hours (9 p.m.) with every minute scheduled. 

When I reported for duty as F-106A/B avionics diagnostics and repairman at K.I. Sawyer AFB, 

Marquette, Michigan, in April 1973, I was advised that rings and watches were deemed electronics 

safety hazards! There were three overlapping eight-hour shifts—Day (0800–1600), Swing (1600–0000), 

and Midnight (0000–0800)—all three with the same standardized schedule of operations. 

Every wall clock was synchronized with the U.S. Naval Observatory Master Clock in Washington DC. 

I served at K.I. Sawyer for three years, during which time I saw Doc Savage: The Man of Bronze in the 

base theater and discovered pulp fandom via the mail order fanzine Whizzard (1973–1981, published in 

St. Louis, Missouri, to which I began contributing Doc Savage artwork swiping Neal Adams. 

On Monday, 05 July 1976, the Air Defense Command announced that it was decommissioning the 

twenty-year-old Convair F-106 Delta Dart fighter-interceptor and handing them over to the Air National 

Guard, where they would be retired in August 1988, although NASA would continue use a few as pace 

planes until 1998. 

We were given the choice to retrain on another aircraft or into a different field entirely. I’d been 

working part-time at the American Forces Radio & TV  Service (AFRTS), which normally operated 

overseas in places where English-speaking radio and television where unavailable, but K. I. Sawyer was 

located near Iron Mountain, that interfered with electromagnetic communications something fierce, 

such that only station that could be heard was superstation WGN in Chicago. 

Instead, AFRTS “broadcast” over closed-circuit cable: “Thirteen thousand picowatts of cable-carried 

power: WKIS Information Radio!”). I was doing summer stock theater and did character voices for them. 

From June to September 1976, I took a three-year broadcast journalist college course condensed 

into thirteen weeks—four weeks each of Journalism, Radio, and Television operations, and a week of 

live broadcasting of programs that we wrote, produced, and delivered ourselves—at the Defense 

Information School at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, Indiana. The school boasted that only one in 

five enrollees would graduate and that the job was second to air traffic control in split-second timing. 

Here, if you weren’t twenty-minutes ahead of any given deadline, you were five minutes late. 

I graduated first in my class and had to deliver the Valedictory Address in full dress uniform before 

an audience of my peers in the same atmosphere as the annual Washington Correspondents Dinner. 

I immediately bought a then-state-of-the-art 1975 Seiko Sport 5 Professional 23-jewel automatic 

diving watch rated to six hundred meters (2,000 feet). Not only did it have a matte black dial with 

luminous hands and numbers, but also the date, rotating bi-directional bezel, locking crown, an arrow-

shaped minute hand, and mounted on a half-inch-thick black vented polyurethane watch strap. 

It wasn’t a luminous as the Hamilton—I couldn’t read by the verdant light it cast—but it was bright 

enough that I could read it in total darkness, making it just as good a night light on my bedside table. In 

any case, it was closest thing to the Hamiliton that I could afford on an Air Force Sergeant’s salary. 

I missed the heft and sound of the flywheel of the Hamilton, but the bezel was every bit as thick a 

chunk on stainless steel in order to withstand the sixty-bar (850 PSI) water pressure at maximum depth, 

water resistant to same, and 40,000 Ampere/meter magnetic resistance. 

I’d long since outgrown pretending it was anything but a heavy-duty precision chronometer. 
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Following my first two-year overseas tour in the U.S. Air Force, during which I wrote my first-person 

“Doc Wildman” short story published in Ostara No. 2 “The Clockwork Phoenix” (Mar 1978), I took a one-

year sabbatical from the Air Force to consider whether or not to go for a twenty-year full career in 1979. 

Almost immediately upon arriving home in Oxnard, I went to the Tandy Leather shop in Ventura and 

asked them to make a watchband like the one Doc wore in the movie, to which it could mounted. 

The custom leather wristband had three brass snaps that it held it as securely as any buckle but 

proved problematic because I had inherited my mother’s allergic reaction to non-noble metals. Although 

I didn’t break out in a rash, my skin turned green wherever it touched the snap mounts. 
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I wore this in the photograph from which Franklyn Edward “Frank” Hamiliton (10 Jun 1918–28 Jan 

2008) created the illustration for Doc Savage Club Reader No. 26 “Doc Savage at 75: An Informal 

Interview with Clark Savage, Jr.” (Feb 1981) , now colorized on the cover of The Savage Dyaries: The 

Collected Doc Savage Essays by Dafydd Neal Dyar, Volume One: 1979–1984 (Aug 2017). 

 

You can even see the three snaps because, like Doc Savage, I wore the watch on the inside of 

forearms, where it could be read at a glance while holding a steering wheel or using a slide rule, as my 

father did. That’s how American pilots did it in World War I and why Doc wore that way in the movie. 

Fun Fact: In the article for which this illustration was drawn, I gave Doc Savage the now-classic 26-

jewel Seiko Caliber 6139–6005 Automatic-Chronograph, the same model as the “first automatic 

chronograph in space” worn by astronaut USAF Colonel William Reid “Bill” Pogue (23 Jan 1930–02 Mar 

2014), the pilot of Skylab 4 (16 Nov 1973–08 Feb 1974), the third and final manned visit to the Skylab 

Orbital Workshop. At 84 days, 1 hour and 15 minutes, it was the longest manned flight to that date. 

I really wanted one but couldn’t afford it without an Air Force Colonel’s salary. I had to settle for a 

less expensive, black-faced luminous-dial Seiko Sport 5 diver’s wristwatch, so I gave Doc the watch of my 

dreams. In any case, I was happy to have something as close as possible to the iconic Hamilton A-11. 

Wearing the watch band with the watch on the inside of the wrist rather on the outside, is a military 

tradition going back to the WWI, when the North American Railway Regulation Standard Train Pocket 

Watch (“Railway Regulator”), first used aboard the first transcontinental railroad’s Central Pacific No. 60 

“Jupiter” from Sacramento and Union Pacific No. 119 from Omaha when they met at Promontory 

Summit, Utah, on Monday, 10 May 1869, set the standard for precise timekeeping around the world. It 

specified easy-to-read Arabic numerals with a sweep second hand or sub-dial. 
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The “trench watch” or “wristlet” was a type of watch that came into use by the military during WWI, 

as pocket watches were not practical in combat. It was a transitional design between pocket watches 

and wristwatches, incorporating features of both. 

It’s called a “trench watch” for the same reason that a waterproof greatcoat is called a “trench coat” 

because both were worn in the battle entrenchments of WWI. The wear was generally confined to 

officers and non-commissioned officers who had to pay for them out of their own pocket Trench coats 

have epaulets because that’s where officers wear their pin-on gold or silver shoulder insignia of rank, 

while non-coms and enlisted members wear sewn-on chevron patches upper arm insignia. 

The very first watch that somebody adapted to wear on a wrist is unknown. The first series of 

purpose-built men’s wristwatches was produced by Girard-Perregaux in 1880 for the German Navy. 

Powered by radium salts so that it glowed strongly all the time without resort to exposure the sun’s 

ultraviolet rays. While the luminescence only lasted three or four years, the radium paint should be 

treated as radioactive and dangerous, as witness the 1928 “Radium Girls” scandal, settled by a Supreme 

Court decision on Monday, 23 October 1939 awarding $10,000 [$158,000 today] in personal damages. 

During WWI numerous companies, including Omega, Longines, and others produced wristwatches 

for the military. These watches were of virtually identical style with an enamel dial, wide white 

numerals, and a luminescent radium hour hand. Often they did not bear the name of the manufacturer, 

though the movement, originally designed in the 1890s for ladies’ pendant watches, was marked 

“Swiss” regardless of where and by whom they were manufactured. 

A book published during the war as early as 1916, Knowledge for War: Every Officer’s Handbook for 

the Front by Captain B. C. Lake of the King’s Own Scottish Borderers included the list of Officer’s Kit 

shown in the picture. The first item on the list, ahead of otherwise indispensable items such as 

“Revolver” and “Field glasses” is “Luminous wristwatch with unbreakable glass.” The presence of 

luminous paint and an unbreakable crystal became the signature features of a trench or “Service” 

watch, and featured prominently in adverts during the war. 

When the United States first participated in WWI in 1917, its Signal Corps were issued wristlets built 

by Zenith, whose name first appeared on watch dials in 1911, often engaged in contract sales to 

Government military buyers. They were signed “Zenith” above the seconds sub-dial and “Signal Corps” 

below the twelve. The British military, however, was more conservative and did not buy wristwatches in 

bulk for Government issuance. 

Instead, the British War Department procured a small quantity of unsigned 15-jewel movements 

from a variety of sources. All of these models had black enamel dials and luminescent radium numerals. 

Yet there was a long-standing bias in favor of pocket watches with the British military. Even in the 

Forties, it was typical for them to possess two watches—a chronograph-only pocket watch and a regular 

service wristwatch—rather than a single chronograph wristwatch procured for Americans. 

The acceptance of wristlets during the “War to End All Wars” marked a major turning point in the 

evolution of watches as we know them today. The term “wristlet” was used until the early Thirties and 

was eventually replaced by the modern term “wristwatch.” 
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From Chapter II. “Barnstorming the Big Apple” in The Daredevil Exploits of Dare Devlin, the Supreme 

Adventurer No. 1 “Brain Wreck! The Challenge of the Duplicitous Devil Doctor” (2015): 

As she did so, she checked the oversized watch strapped to the inside of 

her left wrist. It was positioned in such a way that the face was clearly visible 

while her hands were on the control wheel, but couldn’t accidentally strike or 

snag on anything, as it might were it strapped to the outside of her wrist 

according to the dictates of fashion. 

Technically speaking, it wasn’t a wristwatch. It was an 18-size pocket 

watch mounted on a leather wrist strap, called a “wristlet” back during the 

First World War, when gunnery officers and military aviators, who needed to 

keep a close eye on the time to synchronize operations and navigate, also 

discovered that they needed to keep both hands free. They couldn’t do that 

with a pocket watch in one hand. The wristwatches of the day, which were 

considered “women’s” jewelry, lacked both the requisite accuracy and 

durability. 

Their solution was to turn a pocket watch into a makeshift wristwatch by 

using metal lugs to attach it to a leather strap. The resulting “trench watch” 

was also used by aviators like her father who flew over the trenches. They also 

came up with the idea of it on the inner wrist. Her father had explained that 

convention and the practical considerations behind it when he’d given her the 

wristlet watch for her eighteenth birthday. It had been the last thing that he 

ever directly bequeathed to her with his own living hand, eight months before 

he was brutally murdered. 

The watch was an exceedingly rare Winegarten Railway Regulator 

“Centenarian” Horlogère Suisse Chronograph, one of the most elaborate and 

precise pocket watches ever made. The hands and numerals were coated with 

radio-luminescent paint, whose bright green glow, bright enough to read by—

yet another reason to keep it shielded inside the wrist, out of the direct view of 

enemy snipers—was the same color as the Devlin family’s famously feline eyes. 

The palm-wide main dial had additional hands that allowed it to work as a 

stopwatch, making it a full-blown chronograph rather than a mere 

chronometer. Within the main dial were four dime-sized sub-dials, which 

accurately displayed the year, month, day, time, and moon phase for any date 

between January First, 1901 and December Thirty-First, 2000—hence 

centenarian. 

In a single split-second glance at the big luminous dial of her Centenarian 

chronograph, Cat saw that it was exactly two thirty-two and nineteen seconds 

in the afternoon on Thursday, September Twenty-Fourth, 1942, with the moon 

just reaching full. The Catbird had been airborne for exactly one hour, twenty-

nine minutes and eleven seconds. 

“Right on schedule!” she murmured, with a self-congratulatory chuckle. 
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From page 117 of Wonder Woman: The Art and Making of the Film (30 May 2017, Titan Books, ISBN 

978-1-78565-462-6) by Sharon Gosling, documenting Patty Jenkins’s Wonder Woman (02 Jun 2017). 

 

The watch shown here is a genuine antique 1912 Waltham Model 1883 No. 1, Grade 81, Size-18, 15-

jewel, Philadelphia Silverode™ nickel alloy cased Railway Regulator pocket watch. 

Leather doesn’t stand the test of time well, especially a century after the war for which it was made. 

This wristlet is a reproduction initially manufactured in Bern, Switzerland to mark the Monday, 28 July 

2014 WWI Centennial by Oscar Moser under the “1914 Military Order” brand name. 

It didn’t sell very well, perhaps because the WWI Centennial got bigfooted by the Russian 

annexation of Crimea on Tuesday, 18 March 2014, three months before it was scheduled to begin. 
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As if to punish Russia for its invasion and annexation of Crimea, Oscar Moser had sold the rights, 

pattern, and trademark to the Church of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Успенська церква, 

Uspenska tserkva “Dormition Church”), a Ukrainian Orthodox Church located on vulytsia Ruska (“Ruska 

Street”) in the Old Town of Lviv, Ukraine on the Polish border leased to the Ukrainian Autocephalous 

Orthodox Church, famous for its leatherwork, marketing it under the name “Dolmatov” (Долматов). 

Long story short, I decided to make the Air Force my career, beginning with a one-year “controlled” 

tour at Sondrestrom AB, Søndre Strømfjord, Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, from February 1979 to 1980. 

There’s only a single tree anywhere in the area. “The Tree” is a hardy Danish fir imported in the Forties. 

The tour is restricted because living next to the featureless Sermersuaq Greenland Ice Sheet, which  

the size of Alaska, is like living on the surface of the Moon, but without the craters to supply landmarks. 

Worse, it sits at 67°00′38″ North latitude, ten degrees above the Arctic Circle, where there are only two 

“days” per year, with three months of daylight followed by a week-long sunset, three months of night, 

and a week-long sunrise of the next “day” of a “Two-Day Tour” with each full day lasting six months. 

It's also mandatory to take one full month’s leave between to the two “day” and “night” cycles. 

It was here that I awoke in a panic in broad daylight at what my watch indicated to be 8:30, thinking 

that I’d missed both breakfast and my first duty shift. It was, in fact, 8:30 p.m. or 2030 hours, and I’d 

awakened one hour before my nominal bedtime due to jet lag from the flight in from Labrador. My duty 

shift wouldn’t begin for another nine hours. 

The next duty day, I bought a digital watch that displayed 24-hour time, always helpful in the 

military but especially when the sun circles the horizon as various azimuths over the course of a full 

season of daylight, sets over the course of week, and goes unseen over full season of midnight sky. I’ve 

worn 24-hour watches ever since, and use 24-hour clock on all my computers and digital devices. 

It was during that year in the Arctic that I wrote of my Doc Hazzard novel, published in two-parts 

nine years later in Nemesis, Inc. No. 26 “A Species of Madness, Part 1” (Jan 1988) and No. 27 “A Species 

of Madness, Part 2” (May 1988). 

I famously dropped out of Doc Savage fandom, although not from collecting all things Doc Savage, in 

March 1983. The fiftieth anniversary of Doc Savage Magazine with no mention, much less celebration, 

by either Bantam Books or its parent company Condé Nast Publications, Inc. 

Bantam only published three quarterly releases that year: Double Doc Savage® Adventures No. 24 

“The Green Eagle” & No. 25 “The Devil's Playground” (Mar 1983), No. 115 “Pirate Isle” & No. 116 “The 

Speaking Stone” (Jul 1983), No. 26 “Death in Silver” & No. 27 “Mystery Under the Sea” (Nov 1983), two 

of which were reprints of reprints repackaged in the new format, with only two new titles. 

The first Doc Savage story ever written was the 9,000-word novelette “Doc Savage. Supreme 

Adventurer” (12 Nov 1932, discovered 1978, published 19 Apr 1980) by twenty-five-year-old Street & 

Smith editor John Leonid Nanovic (07 Oct 1907–09 Feb 2001) that served as the outline and “bible” for 

“The Man of Bronze” (Mar 1933, submitted 23 Dec 1932, published 17 Feb 1933, renewed 01 Apr 1960, 

reprinted Oct 1964). 

S&S marked the fifth anniversary of Doc Savage Magazine with a return of Doc Savage and his crew 

to again help Princess Monja in the Valley of the Vanished in Hidalgo in “The Golden Peril” (13 Mar 1937, 

submitted, published 19 Nov 1937). 

The tenth anniversary was marked with another trip down memory lane in “They Died Twice” (Nov 

1942 , submitted 30 Apr 1942, published 09 Oct 1942, renewed 07 Nov 1969, reprinted Jul 1981). 
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By the time of the fifteenth, the magazine had become the digest-sized Doc Savage, Science 

Detective “Let’s Kill Ames” (Sep/Oct 1947, submitted 06 Mar 1947, published 01 Aug 1947, renewed 30 

Aug 1974, reprinted Feb 1988) and there was nothing to celebrate because “The Man of Bronze” had 

become a casualty of WWII realism. 

But the next year, “The Man of Bronze” came roaring back anew with the “Return to Greatness” in 

Doc Savage “The Green Master” (Spring 1949, submitted 01 Jul 1948, published 21 Dec 1948 renewed 

05 Jan 1975, reprinted Oct 1990). 

It was too little, too late but a belated but nevertheless welcome fifteenth anniversary. 

The twentieth anniversary of Doc Savage Magazine would’ve been in 1952, three years after the 

pulp magazines were discontinued, presumed dead and to return. 

The twenty-fifth anniversary would’ve been 1957, when there were abortive attempts to revive Doc 

Savage for television, doomed to failure because thirty-two-year-old Lester Bernard Dent (12 Oct 1904–

11 Mar 1959) had received the broadcast rights in lieu of pay raise on Thursday, 22 June 1933 and fifty-

three-year-old Lest Dent  wouldn’t consent to licensing it unless he wrote the teleplays himself. 

Condé Nast Publications had bought out Street & Smith in 1949 and held the print rights, allowing 

them to reprint the pulp novels as amass-market paperback under their Bantam Books imprint. Just to 

be sure, they ‘d renewed the copyright to “The Man of Bronze” on Friday, 01 April 1960, intending 

perhaps to launch the series on the thirtieth anniversary of Doc Savage Magazine in 1962. 

They launched The Fantastic Adventures of Doc Savage No. “The Man of Bronze” (Oct 1964). 

I bought the Gold Key comic book Doc Savage No. 1 “The Thousand-headed Man” (Nov 1966), but 

was greatly disappointed. In sharp contrast, I devoured Gold Key’s Doctor Solar, Man of the Atom No. 17 

“The Fatal Foe!” (Spo 1966), I Spy No. 1 “The Stolen Secret!” (Aug 1966), Magnus, Robot Fighter 4000 

A.D. No. 15 “Cloud Cloddy, Go Home!” (Nov 1966), The Man From U.N.C.L.E. No. 9 “The Spirit of St. Louis 

Affair” (Nov 1966), Secret Agent No. 1 “The Panic Package!” (Nov 1966), Space Family Robinson Lost in 

Space No. 18 “Sleep No More, Sir Thomas” (Oct 1966), and Zorro No 4. “The Masqueraders of Los Gatos 

Canyon!” (Nov 1966). 

I wouldn’t start actually reading the Bantam reprints until 1971. Only then did I become a “Trufan.” 

Doc Savage: The Man of Bronze No. 1 “Death—Eighty Stories High!” (Oct 1972), and Comixscene No. 

1 “Doc Savage Issue!” (Nov/Dec 1972) were published on the thirty-fifth anniversary of Nanovic’s “Doc 

Savage, Supreme Adventurer” (12 Nov 1932). 

Following the launch of the Fantastic Adventures of Doc Savage No. 1 “The Man of Bronze” (Oct 

1964), reprinting Doc Savage Magazine “The Man of Bronze” (Mar 1933), not knowing then what I know 

now, I marked March 1973 as the fortieth anniversary of the magazine and October 1974 as the tenth 

anniversary of the reprints. 

With the release of the Warner Bros. movie Doc Savage: The Man of Bronze (Jun 1975), fans marked 

March 1978 as the forty-fifth anniversary of the magazine, October 1979 as the fifteenth anniversary of 

the reprints, and June 1980 as the fifth anniversary of the movie. And so it goes, to this very day. 

In 1979, I’d gotten into the then-new microcomputer hobby, gotten married to a woman smarter 

than I in 1981, and began making a name for myself as computer wizard, enough to warrant my doing it 

professionally for the Air Force, becoming a Computer Programmer/System Analyst at the Data System 

Design Office at Gunter AFB, Montgomery, Alabama in May 1986. 
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That’s when I discovered Japanese anime fandom and began writing articles about that instead the 

pulp heroes. I now had other fish fry, some of which I could actually make a living doing on the side. 

Even so, Allyson and I got married on Thursday, 12 November 1981, because we met through our 

mutual admiration of our joint contributions to Doc Savage Club Reader No. 8 (Fall 1979) it was Doc’s 

birthday and Farmer’s Doc Savage: His Apocalyptic Life led us to believe it was his eightieth birthday. 

I was briefly tempted back into Doc Savage fandom in 1992, when Graphitti Designs brought the 

“Brotherhood of Bronze” back for Doc’s sixtieth anniversary, but by that time I’d lost touch with all the 

fanzine editors I’d known the previous decade. 

I was also blissfully unaware of the USENET “Internet Fans of Bronze” because Allyson and I were 

using CompuServe Information Service (CIS)—our eight-digit octal login ID 10075,101 shows that we’d 

joined circa 1984—“forums” chatting with Joseph “J.” Michael Straczynski (17 Jul 1954—) about Babylon 

5 (22 Feb 1993–25 Nov 1998) and Richard Michael “Rick” Sternbach (06 Jul 1951—) about how he was 

sneaking visual references to Dirty Pair and other anime into both Star Trek: The Next Generation (28 

Sep 1987–23 May 1994) and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (03 Jan 1993–02 Jun 1999). 

The Internet didn’t become the World Wide Web until Netscape Navigator was released on 

Wednesday, 15 November 1994 and, although we were ahead of the curve with 2400-baud dial-up 

connections, fans didn’t really begin finding one another online until YAHOO! (Yet Another Hierarchical 

Online Organizer) was registered as Yahoo! Inc. on Wednesday, 18 January 1995 and didn’t really 

connecting meaningfully until Google launched on Friday, 04 September 1998. 

The seeming lack of acknowledgement, much less celebration, of the fiftieth anniversary of Doc 

Savage Magazine in 1983 that had led to my halting active fan activity (“fanac”) and the too little, too 

late Bantam A New Adventure Celebrating the 60th Anniversary of the Man of Bronze No. 188 “Flight 

into Fear” (Mar 1993) bigfooted by Graphitti, also kept me from noticing, much less marking, the 

seventieth in 2003 and the seventy-fifth in 2008. I was busy with things that mattered more to me. 

It wasn’t until Saturday, 21 August 2010 that I was drawn back into Doc Savage fandom by an 

unexpected unsolicited but nevertheless quite welcome email message. 

I am trying to contact the Dafydd Neal Dyar who wrote “The Clockwork 

Phoenix” in Ostara # 2 (1978). I am a big Doc Savage fan and have a copy of 

this story, but it is missing pages 59–60 (page 8–9 of the story-including cover). 

I have been trying to get those missing pages for some time now, with no luck. 

Would you by any chance, have access to those pages, either in electronic 

format or hard copy? I would be willing to pay postage for a photocopy. 

Thanks for your time. 

Sincerely, 

David Webb 

P.S. I do have your complete “A Species of Madness” story and enjoyed it, 

but I don’t have the later Doc Wildman story that it is rumored you authored. 

Does it exist? Or is it an urban legend? As you can imagine, I would love to get 

a copy of that too! 
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We exchanged several messages, in the first of which I attached a copy of the ASCII text file that I’d 

saved all those years ago. Webb sent me OCR scans of the text of “A Species of Madness” and suggested 

that I post it online for the benefit of other Doc Savage fans. 

I decided to go that one better and created a dedicated Web page: The Adventures of Doc Hazzard, 

the Bronze Titan—Newly-Discovered and Never Before Published Exploits of the World’s Most Brazen 

Adventurer by Cainnech Roberson (12 Nov 2011), posted on Doc’s alleged one hundred tenth birthday. 

I revised and updated “The Clockwork Phoenix” and retitled it “Animus Ex Machina”—wordplay on 

the literary cop-out Deus Ex Machina—and revised and updated “A Species of Madness” giving it the 

title that I always intended it to have—“Brainstorm!”—due to the then-contemporaneous Brainstorm 

(30 Sep 1983). I also began working on four new and original Doc Hazzard adventures: 

“A Beast Unknown”—wordplay on A Feast Unknown—in which Doc’s cousin Cat Hazzard and Sir 

John Croydon, Baronet of Blackthorn encounter the “Wild Man of the Woods” whom the local Nootka 

tribe call Sésquac that allegedly destroyed her late father’s estate on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. 

“The Manhattan Transfer”—wordplay on a famous vocal group—in which a hijacked B-25 bomber 

makes a kamikaze attack on Doc’s eightieth floor laboratory to halt progress on the atomic bomb. 

“Blitzstrahl!”—wordplay on blitzkrieg (“lightning war”) that translates literally to “lightning bolt”—in 

which Tesla leaves a dying message warning of a secret weapon that hurls manmade thunderbolts. 

“The Clap of Doom”—wordplay on an idiom for the Day of Reckoning—in which eldritch thunder 

brackets the appearance and disappearance of inhuman visitors into and out of the hermetically sealed 

treasure vaults at Fort Knox, the Tower of London, the Vatican, Der Berghof, and Forbidden City, leaving 

devastation on par with a natural disaster in their wake. 

I may yet write all four of these stories, but not as Doc Savage pastiches. More on that anon. 
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For my sixtieth birthday on Saturday, 24 September 2011 and our thirtieth anniversary on Saturday, 

12 November 2011, Allyson gifted me with a Casio Tough Solar Twin Sensor “Pathfinder” PAW-1500T-7V 

Titanium Quartz 24-hour digital watch with five alarm presets (0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, and 1800), 

altimeter, barometer, blacklight, and sapphire crystal rated to one hundred meters (330 feet).  

It lacks only a compass and a thermometer to match what Marvel gave Doc Savage in October 1972 

and, since it toggles Daylight Savings Time on and off, will never need any other manual adjustment. 

(The 2014 Casio Pro-Tek Tough Solar Triple Sensor “Pathfinder” PAG240T-7CR Titanium Quartz 24-

hour digital watch adds a digital compass, thermometer, and a six-month rechargeable battery for those 

living at the North or South Pole where half the year is sunless, but for Christmas 2018 Allyson gifted me 

with an iPhone XR on which I look up the time more often than not, and I now have no place to swim.) 

In 2010, I also began writing Doc Savage articles for fanzines again. The first revisited a phenomenon 

that I documented thirty years earlier in Doc Savage Quarterly No. 7 “The Bama Legacy” of Doc Savage 

Art (Oct 1981) and the how what I then called to “Bama Look” but not correctly described as the “Leone 

Look” created for the Bantam Books reprints by forty-year-old art director Leonard Patrick “Len” Leone, 

Sr. (11 Mar 1924–01 Jul 2013). 

The Big Book of Bronze No. 4 “Bama Bound: How James Bama’s Iconic Image of a Hero Created a 

Monster” (23 Nov 2011) ran to nearly twenty thousand words and fifty pages, but a lot had happened in 

the intervening three decades and I backed up my verbiage with pictures, a luxury not available in offset 

printed fanzines but afforded by Jay Ryan’s “Solace of Fortitude” private press, which published book 

length works for his Arizona Doc Con from its inception in 1997. 

It was then that I discovered that David Webb wasn’t the only one who remembered my decades-

old work and my name, and were now fans of both. I’d unknowingly become a “Big Name Fan” (BFN)! 

Also in 2011, the Frankfurt, Germany watchmaker Tauschmeister {“Diving Master”) 1937, which had 

specialized in making reproduction (not replica) classic “diver” watches en vogue in 1937, branched out 

with their “Aeromatic 1912” Model A1236 WWI pilot “wristlet” chronograph (not chronometer). 
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I immediately ordered one with a white-stitched brown leather band instead of the default red-

stitched black band to approximate Doc’s movie wristlet watch. It was all stainless steel, water resistant 

to five bars (72 PSI) pressure and thus rated to a depth of fifty meters (165 feet), with luminous hand 

and Arabic numerals, albeit having to be “charged” with ambient light, not generating their own. 

For all its retro look, it was a thoroughly modern battery-powered “automatic” (self-winding) quartz 

movement chronograph of the sort pioneered in Japan in 1978 that has now replaced the traditional 

mechanical “Swiss movement” of the Hamilton A-11 to such that degree that most quartz watches are 

labeled “SWISS MOVT” instead of “QUARTZ” to accent their ten-beat-per-second precision accuracy. 

The second hand doesn’t “sweep” because, despite the analog hands and dial, the quartz movement 

is entirely digital, jumping from one mark to the next with electronic precision. The three sub-dials are a 

three-stage stop watch (“chronograph”) with one dial ticking off sixty seconds in each minute, the next 

dial the sixty minutes in each hour, and the last the twelve hours in a day. 

I made a minor stir with it at Arizona Doc Con XVIII (09–11 Oct 2015) when seventy-seven-year-old 

Ron Ely, Guest of Honor for a celebration of the fortieth anniversary of George Pal’s Doc Savage: The 

Man of Bronze, took notice and complimented me on wearing it the way he had. 

Alas, it only lasted two more years to the final Arizona Doc Con XX (20–22 Oct 2017), when it 

stopped working when the gearing of the analog dial and stop-watch mechanism jammed. It had, after 

all, been made more for show and style rather than durability, but it was great fun while it lasted. 

On the strength of my second magnum opus, The Big Book of Bronze No. 5 “Doc Savage and the 

World of Tomorrow: On the Trail of the Man of Tomorrow at the 1939 New York World’s Fair” (20 Oct 

2012), running twenty-one thousand words and forty-five pages (way fewer pictures), I was invited to 

contribute an eightieth anniversary Doc Savage “shenanigan” for Arizona Doc Con XVI (14–16 Nov 2013). 

The Fantastic Adventures of Doc Savage No. 191 “Pyramid Peril” (12 Nov 2013), a Doc Savage fan 

fiction fantasy novel done in Bantam trade dress by “Leghorn Books” based on the fantasy Doc Savage 

painting Pyramid Peril created as a private commission in 2007 by fifty-eight-year-old Robert J. “Bob” 

Larkin (10 Jul 1949—), dedicated to his late wife Frances A. Larkin (06 Jan 1950–23 Mar 2013). 

I’d already begun to question the validity of Doc Savage: His Apocalyptic Life and everything that I 

thought I knew about the character. All one hundred eighty-one original pulp novels had been reprinted 

by Bantam, along with the previously unpublished The Amazing Adventures of Doc Savage No. 95 “The 

Red Spider” (Jul 1979, submitted as “In Hell, Madonna” 03 May 1948, discovered 1978, published 25 Jun 

1979), followed by The All-New Doc Savage® Adventures (No. 183) “Escape From Loki” (Aug 1991) by 

seventy-three-year-old Philip José Farmer (26 Jan 1918–25 Feb 2009), followed by seven “posthumous 

collaborations” between Lester Dent and forty-year-old professional medium William Patrick “Will” 

Murray (28 Apr 1953—) bringing the total up to one hundred ninety in November 1993. 

Beginning on Tuesday, 26 July 2011, Murray published The All-New Wild Adventures of Doc Savage, 

Book I (No. 191) “Desert Demons” and, by the end of 2012, he was up the Book V (No. 194) “Death’s 

Dark Domain” (21 Oct 2012). 

He subsequently revised, updated, and published his seven Bantam books, beginning with Book IV 

(No. 190) “The Forgotten Realm” (28 Sep 2012) and would ultimately go on to bring the count up to two 

hundred and five with Book XXI “Mr. Calamity” & “The Valley of Eternity” (05 Feb 2018). Then came a 

seismic shift in Doc Savage fandom with Book VI (No. 195) “Skull Island” (26 Feb 2013), published by Will 

Murray under his own name, not the “Kenneth Robeson” house name used for “official” Doc novels. 
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I decided to follow Murray’s lead and hew to the characters as they were originally written, without 

the embellishments introduced in Farmer’s writings, and write “Pyramid Peril” as it unfolded, not jam it 

into sixty thousand words to fit an eighty page pulp magazine or one hundred twenty paperback pages. 
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“Pyramid Peril” had to feature the scene depicted in the 2007 Bob Larkin cover art: Doc Savage and 

his cousin Pat ready to face some imminent menace near the iconic Giza pyramid complex as the moon 

ominously eclipses the sun overhead, hence the same title for both the art and the novel. 

Doc had adventured at the Great Pyramid of Cheops in “The Awful Dynasty” (Nov 1940, submitted 

28 Feb 1940, published 18 Oct 1940, renewed 03 Nov 1967, reprinted Aug 1988) and I didn’t want to 

hark back to that, much less compare unfavorably or replicate any of it. 

What if “Egyptian” pyramids were discover in a desert far away from Egypt? That’d be fantastic! 

Where had Doc never had an adventure? He’d visited Sydney and Melbourne in Australia on his way 

to or from somewhere else, but the “Outback” was even more remote and explored than the darkest 

parts of “Darkest Africa” as attested to the sensationalized “documentary” The Blonde Captive (30 Dec 

1931) narrated by thirty-nine-year-old “explorer” Lowell Jackson Thomas (06 Apr 1892–29 Aug 1981), 

which dismissed the “Aborigines” as subhuman “Stone Age” primitives. 

I decided to make one a viewpoint character a disparaged “bushman” familiar with Doc Savage, who 

had visited the area in the Twenties as part of his post-War education and training, exchanging learning 

and culture with them in the process, who now practiced Doc’s own self-development method. 

So I now had a suitably offbeat and unique premise and location: “Egyptian Pyramids in Australia!” 

Now to find a real-world solar eclipse visible from “The Red Centre” of Australia in the Thirties. And, sure 

enough, I found not just one but three total eclipses, part of a “semester series” of eight solar eclipses 

repeating approximately every one-hundred-seventeen days and four hours (a semester) at alternating 

nodes of the Moon’s orbit between Wednesday, 19 April 1939 and Tuesday, 10 September 1940. 

Only the total eclipse on Thursday, 12 October 1939 between 18:34:44 and 22:45:04 Greenwich 

Meridian Time enshadowed southern Australia, and even that only covered .the eastern third 

(Queensland, New South Wales), by it was close enough for artistic license. I had to work out the local 

times for New York City and “Centralia” (now the southernmost part of Northern Territory, Australia). 

Not only did it more-or-less fit the bill, but Australia being also on the other side of International 

Date Line meant that it occurred eight hours ahead of GMT on the morning of Friday, 13 October 1939! 

A solar eclipse on Friday the Thirteen was suitably spooky and the actual GMT time put it on Lester 

Dent’s thirty-fifth birthday. What a stunning series of apt coincidences. 

The story was beginning to practically write itself even before I actually began the actual writing! 

I used The Adventures of the Man of Bronze: A Definitive Chronology, 3rd Edition by Jeff Deischer 

(July 2012, CreateSpace, ISBN 978-1-4781-9049-3) to determine where to place the story relative to the 

existing continuity. A “Last Possible of Occurrence” (LPO) of Friday, 13 October 1939 placed it between 

“The Mindless Monsters” (Sep 1941, submitted 25 Sep 1939, published 15 Aug 1941, renewed 03 Sep 

1968, reprinted Jan 1987), reckoned to be “two days” in “early October” 1939) and “The Evil Gnome” 

(Apr 1940, submitted 26 Oct 1939, published 15 Mar 1940, renewed 20 Apr 1967, reprinted May 1976), 

reckoned to be “seven days” from “October 30 to November 5”) and therefore replicated the teaser for 

“The Evil Gnome” published at the end of “The Spotted Men” (Mar 1940, submitted 25 Sep 1939, 

published 16 Feb 1940, renewed 03 Mar 1967, reprinted Mar 1977). 
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Strange—Weird—Amazing— 

“THE EVIL GNOME” 

The complete novel in the next issue will bring you something altogether 

different, entirely exciting, thrilling, entertaining—and educational. Don’t miss 

this great novel in the next issue of 

DOC SAVAGE 

10 Cents—Everywhere 

In retrospect, I could’ve saved myself and everyone else a lot of time and effort but just using the 

documented submission and publication dates and ignoring all attempts at establishing a chronology. 

I harked back to the events of previous adventures with footnote citations the way the thirty-three 

volume Tom Swift, Jr “juvenile” novel series (1954–1971) of my youth had done and which the pulps by 

their tight monthly schedule could never do. In fifteen footnotes across thirty-eight chapters spanning 

four hundred pages, I name-checked sixteen previous issues and previewed three others that The 

Adventures of the Man of Bronze said occurred before October 1939 but weren’t published until 1940. 

My goal was to write as pure and unadulterated Doc Savage novel as I could, channeling the offbeat 

true quill off Lester Dent as could, without a hint of the fan lore and creative mythography that has 

plagued the character since the publication of A Feast Unknown and Doc Savage: His Apocalyptic Life, 

which I had belatedly come to recognize, disavow, and try to debunk. 

I was aided in this by the timely publication of “Skull Island” and it’s All-American alternative to the 

Wold Newton Family Tree establishing by implication if not detail the eleven generations of heroic if not 

legendary bronze-haired Savages in the three centuries between thirteen-year-old Thomas Savage’s 

arrival at the Jamestown Colony of Virginia in 1608 and the birth of Doc Savage on the tiny schooner 

Orion in the shallow cove at the north end of Andros Island, Bahamas in 1901. 

The occurrence of the eclipse just a week after the Nazi invasion and occupation of Poland between 

Friday, 01 September 1939 and Friday, 06 October 1939 gave me the opportunity to tie in the not-so-fun 

fact that not all Germans were Nazis and not all Nazis were German, giving me a story to tell. But it 

created several problems for Doc Savage that he wouldn’t normally have. 

First, he had to ensure that no one associated with him could be accused of violating the American 

Neutrality Acts of 1935, 1936, and 1937 or the impending Act looming in Congress that would be signed 

into law on Saturday, 04 November 1939 when the inevitable conflict with Nazi forces occurred. 

More importantly, he had to distance if not isolate himself absolutely from all the events he was 

setting into motion and would ultimately resolve personally. To do that, he needed a disguise that 

would fool all five of his comrades-in-arms, his cousin Pat, and any number of canny enemies who knew 

as much about the central mystery as he did. 

Taking inspiration from his performance as the outrageously impetuous and insolent rude red-

haired ruffian “Henry Peace” in “The Feathered Shark” (Mar 1939, submitted 03 Oct 1938, published 17 

Feb 1939, renewed 01 Mar 1966, reprinted Mar 1972) and keying off the villain being a satanic Santa 

Claus, I made him a saintly Satan: “Darius Dungannon ‘Dare’ Devlin, the devil-may-care daredevil and 

debonair darling of Donnybrook!” 
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From Chapter XXXIV. “Twelfth Night, in More Ways Than One” in “Pyramid Peril”: 

Doc normally disdained firearms, preferring to use scientific gadgets and 

tools carried a multi-pocketed vest. He deemed even nonlethal weapons to be 

of limited utility and more trouble than they were worth. That very refusal to 

use firearms except when absolutely necessary had become as much a Doc 

Savage hallmark as his use of gadgetry. He had thus made “Devlin” the 

opposite, a man who armed himself to the teeth and relied on intimidating 

looks and brute force. 

“Pyramid Peril” was of necessity an extremely limited edition, but impressed enough of the people 

who had commissioned to decide that I was wasting my time writing Doc Savage pastiches when I could 

be writing New Pulp that I owned and could publish freely, if not necessarily at a profit. They expressed 

interest in the Dare Devlin character itself and stories about him. 

I set about combining elements of Captain Satan, Doc Savage, The Shadow, The Phantom, and The 

Spirit and adapting the family relationships established for Doc Savage by Farmer in Doc Savage: His 

Apocalyptic Life into something more akin to the All-American Savage lineage proposed by Will Murray 

in “Skull Island” and the twenty-generations of Walkers established by twenty-five-year-old Lee Falk 

(born Leon Harrison Gross, 28 Apr 1911–13 Mar 1999) in “The Phantom” (17 Feb 1936—) and thirty-

year-old Francis Hamilton “Fran” Striker (19 Aug 1903–04 Sep, 1962) for the Reid family in “The Lone 

Ranger” (31 Jan 1933–17 May 1956) and “The Green Hornet” (31 Jan 1936–05 Dec 1952). 

The rest is history. I completely rewrote The Adventures of Doc Hazzard, the Bronze Titan 

“Brainstorm!” & “Animus Ex Machina”(2011–2015) into The Daredevil Exploits of Dare Devlin, the 

Supreme Adventurer No. 1 “Brain Wreck! The Challenge of the Duplicitous Devil Doctor” & “Mechanized 

Death! The Challenge of the Revamped Revenant’s Revenge” (Apr 2016) and “Pyramid Peril” (12 Nov 

2013) into The Daredevil Exploits of Dare Devlin, the Supreme Adventurer No. 2 “Stormbirds! The 

Challenge of the Antipodean Aurelia Annexation” & “Sub-Conscience! The Challenge of the Dissociative 

Deadly Dwarf” (05 Sep 2022). 

The Adventures of Doc Hazzard, the Bronze Titan may someday be reprinted in a future volume of 

The Collected Doc Savage Essays by Dafydd Neal Dyar, but it’s unlikely “Pyramid Peril” will become 

available until Doc Savage is well and truly in the public domain. Condé Nast has kept both Farmer’s 

“Escape from Loki” (Aug 1991) and “Doc Savage and the Cult of the Blue God” (01 Aug 2006) from being 

reprinted, although copies of the original retitled “Doc Savage: The Archenemy [sic] of Evil” (1974) 

surface on eBay from time to time. Perhaps copies of Doc Savage No. 127 “Pyramid Peril” may, too. 

Well, turnabout is fair play. I could just change all the names and make it a Doc Hazzard pastiche! 

When and if this ever happens, you’ll then be able to read both the Doc Hazzard pastiches, the Doc 

Savage shenanigan, and the Dare Devlin novels and short stories to see for yourself that sharing a plot 

doesn’t make one a reiteration of the other. Give the same plot and characters to several writers and 

each writer will tell an entirely different story with them. Change the characters and the same writer will 

tell an entirely different story, because the characters and their interactions, not the plot, are the story. 

More often than not, I begin writing a story with one outcome in mind only to have the characters 

act out an entirely different story as they make different decisions in their interactions. When characters 

begin having their own ideas midway through the story, it’s best for the writer to follow their lead. 
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It is, after all, their story, not yours. The map is not the territory, and a plot is merely a circumstance. 

All the best stories are the ones that seem to write themselves, needing only a good proofreader. 

In 2016, when my Aeromatic 1912 Model A1236 WWI pilot “wristlet” chronograph “Doc Savage 

wristwatch” gave up the quartz, I sought to replace it only to discover that it’d been discontinued in 

2014, the year before I wowed Ron Ely with it at Arizona Doc Con. 

If I was going to replace it, I’d have to build the Railway Regulator by my damn self. 

Fortunately, I had all the makings of it, thanks to the industrious monks of the Ukrainian Orthodox 

Dormition Church in Lviv doing business as Dolmatov. I ended getting one each of the original Oscar 

Moser 1914 Military Order brand and the handmade Dolmatov WWI Centennial wristlets. 

Alas they lack the mass and heft of the Tandy Leather cuff that I’d commissioned in 1978. 

I then bought a pair of Dueber Watch Company DBRM 112-532 Military Style “Swiss Movement” 

(quartz) pocket watches on Amazon. Just in time, too, as they were discontinued in 2018. They have the 

requisite Arabic numerals, black dial and LumiNova®ambient-light powered luminous hands, but not the 

sweep second that I still remembered so fondly, to qualify as Railway Regulator replicas (not 

reproductions). 
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They are however incredibly sturdy despite not being certified as shock- or water-resistant, much 

less rated to any depth of submersion, antimagnetic or immune to influences of any kind and have 

batteries rated for ten years, which is twice as long as the Aeromatic 1912 lasted. 

I recently found both the watchband and the watch I sought almost simultaneously online. 

The watch is a Woodford Model 1040, 50mm (Size-18), 17-jewel, black dial, sweep second hand 

mechanical pocket watch with luminous hands and Arabic numerals. What the “luminous” paint lacks in 

true luminosity it makes for in its reflectiveness, which is on par with plastic safety reflector strips. It has 

to be wound twice a day, once after getting up in the morning and again before going to bed at night, 

but that was also true of the original Railway Regulator that it faithfully reproduces mechanically. 

I found the watchband on Etsy, where it is described as “WW1 pocket watch holder strap for pocket 

watch, leather case for pocket watch, leather band for watch, 50mm pocket watch, Steampunk” and 

bought it for eighty dollars. It’s currently listed at a hundred dollars, so inflation is indeed worldwide. 

The Star Seller “Nice Vintage Gifts” currently offers sixty “Steampunk Watch Bands” and ships from Kyiv, 

Ukraine. It’s the only one that doesn’t include an actual watch attached to it and has the “Dolmatov” 

brand stamped beneath both of the two buckled straps, so it’s from the same folks from whom I bought 

the two previous traditional “1914” wristlets during the aborted 2014 WWI Centennial. 

It arrived with a Ukrainian flag with a suction cup mount and a postcard that speaks for itself. 

 

“Москва”—DONE—14.04.2002 = “Mosḳva”—DONE—14.04.2002 (“Moskva”—DONE—14.04.2002) 

Русский военный корабль … ВСЬО! = Rússkiy voyennyy korabl'… VS’O! (Russian warship … DONE!) 
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To which all I can say in return is Слава Україні! Γероям Слава! = Slava Ukraini! Heroyam slava! 

(Glory to Ukraine! Glory to the Heroes!) 

 

For me, this story began sixty years ago and didn’t involve Doc Savage until fifty years ago, but will 

be inextricable linked to Doc Savage thanks to Marvel Comics to the 1975 movie cleary based more on 

the comic book adaptation than to the original novel. 

It’s a story only I could ever write because it’s a much the story of my own life as it is anything else. 

Fun Fact: The key to happiness is keeping your sense of wonder and sense of humor as you grow up. 

—end— 


